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Be Famous, Be Rich, Be Loved
Goal Setting: Your Plans for Getting There

	Your goals belong to YOU! They don’t belong to your parents, to your friends, or to your teachers!

It’s okay to change your goals as different things happen in your life. (For example, even if your goal is to become a printing press technician, your next goal may be to become a printing press manager, and then your next goal may be to open your own printing-press company. You just didn’t start out knowing that these would be your goals!)

Part A Instructions
Complete the following chart, to help you set understand your values and set your goals for the future.

Timeline
What I have
What I need (steps required)
What I want 
(not required, but nice to have)



Now











Five years
from now












Ten years
from now










Marks:				 (marks for understanding and completion)	/10
Knowledge and Understanding

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Understanding of the differences between needs and wants
Demonstrates limited understanding of the differences between needs and wants
Demonstrates some understanding of the differences between needs and wants
Demonstrates considerable understanding of the differences between needs and wants
Demonstrates thorough and insightful understanding of the differences between needs and wants
Part B Instructions

Complete the following chart to help you set understand your values and 
set your goals for the future.




Personally

In my career
Barriers to overcome to get there
Skills I will have to get to bring me to the next step

Where I will be five years from now














Are you happy? 









Are you happy? 









Where I will be ten years from now










Are you happy? 







Are you happy? 










Where I will be fifteen years from now









Are you happy? 







Are you happy? 











Part B Marks: 		(1 mark each) 					/12
Application

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Transfer of ideas from the present to plans for your future 
Transfers ideas with limited effectiveness
Transfers ideas with moderate effectiveness
Transfers ideas with considerable effectiveness
Transfers ideas with a high degree of effectiveness


